
 

 

The following is the consolidated position for the ABC Unit Trusts which includes Balanced Fund, Money Market 

Fund, US Dollar Fund, Equity Fund, USD High Yield Fund, ZMW High Yield Fund and Gratuity Funds. Individual 

interim reports for each of these funds can be accessed via our website https://abcassetmanagement.com/semi-

annual-publications/ 

Consolidated Income Statement (ZMW)       2020 FY   2019 FY           VAR 
 2020 FY  2019 FY  VAR  

Operating Revenue     

   Net Capital Gains/(loses) (944,337) (1,279,303) 26% 

   Revenue 28,972,446 25,166,345 15% 

Gross Operating Revenue 28,028,109 23,887,042 17% 

   Expenses (7,168,717) (6,711,682) -7% 

Net Revenue Before Taxation 20,859,394 17,175,360 21% 

Total return/deficit 20,859,394 17,175,360 21% 

Change in unit holders’ funds from investment activities 20,859,394 17,175,360 21% 
    

Consolidated Statement of Financial Position (ZMW) 

Assets    

   Bank and cash balances 5,867,065 1,938,686 203% 

   Equity investments 5,387,212 4,348,770 24% 

   Accounts receivable 1,376,899 947,184 45% 

   Held to maturity investments 169,498,824 129,347,901 31% 

   Investments in other Unit Trusts - -  

   Amounts due from the fund manager - -  

Total Assets 182,130,000 136,582,541 33% 
    

Unit Holders Funds and Liabilities    

   Unit Holders’ Investments 160,663,386 135,117,746 19% 

Liabilities    

   Accounts payables 1,439,011 1,452,085 1% 

   Discount reserves 20,027,603 12,710  

Total unit holders’ funds and liabilities 182,130,000 136,582,541 33% 
    

Consolidated Statement of change in unit holders’ funds (ZMW) 

Opening net assets 135,117,746 80,904,872 67% 

   Amounts receivable on issue of units 133,764,496 194,286,505 -31% 

   Amounts payable on redemption of units (138,640,781) (162,892,589) 15% 

   Profit for the year 20,859,394 17,175,360 21% 

   FOREX Gains 9,562,531 5,643,598 69% 

Closing net assets 160,663,386 135,117,746 19% 
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2020 was a challenging and volatile macroeconomic environment, characterized by the COVID-19 pandemic. According to the 
World Health Organization (WHO) the year had reported over 75m confirmed cases and over 1m deaths worldwide. Governments 
across the globe instituted partial lockdowns as a way of containing the pandemic, disrupting aggregate supply and demand 
chains. As a result, domestic economic outlook for 2020 was pegged at -4.5% (lowest since 1998) while globally the forecasted 
growth was under 1%. By close of the year markets started receiving news of a possible virus vaccine. Similarly, most economies 
had started showing signs of economic recovery. However, rather than expecting a V-Shaped economic turnaround we anticipate 
recovery will remain gradual and U-Shaped over the medium term. 

 

Total Funds under management for 2020 closed at K182m representing an annual growth of 33%. Total gross operating revenues 
were up by 17% closing in at K28m. Total operating costs were up by 7% favorably impacted by cost reduction initiatives that 
were undertaken in the period. The growth in Funds under Management reflects the increased investor appetite for fund 
management services, secure and more liquid investment options.  
 

 

 
Over the past 12 months our investment strategy was on growing total Funds under Management within a controlled 
environment. We sought to remain true to our overarching philosophy of value investing by tapping into strong fundamentals 
of asset and investment choices, in order to preserve capital. As such we had to navigate market uncertainties and create a 
unique mix of asset allocation that allowed us to deliver optimal results across risk, returns and liquidity. 
 
On a macroeconomic level, growth remained subdued with Zambia’s forecasted GDP growth of -4.5%. Globally, countries battled 
with varying degrees of success to contain the Covid pandemic and keeping the lights on for their economies. Most central 
banks stepped in, to provide stimulus packages as a way of supporting their economies. 

 

Local Equities Market: The year took off with the ZAFICO Initial Public Offering (IPO), breaking a dry spell of listing on the 
local bourse. However, total equities markets remained negative with the LuSE all share index closing negative (-8.6%) for the 
second year running. Current high fixed income market returns coupled with inflationary risks wedged negative effects on capital 
flow to the market. Further, market illiquidity presented challenges for portfolio managers to wash away any risks on their 
portfolios. Foreign portfolio investors were similarly impacted by a deteriorating kwacha which adversely impacted their equity 
valuations. 

 

Outlook: Outlook over 2021 is that the economies will continue to recover albeit gradually. A vaccine will be a game changer 
going forward as the risks of the pandemic continue to ravage most economies. We similarly believe that a vaccine sooner than 
later may be the “magic bullet” in 2021. However, we continue to exercise caution as this may not guarantee a precondition for 
economic output to surpass pre-pandemic levels in certain sectors and regions. 

 

Over the short to medium term, local fiscal management will remain a challenge in view of current growth forecast being below 
policy targets as outlined in the current national development plans. Additionally, fiscal stimulus packages will be necessitated 
and may bear negatively on the capacity for domestic debt and could trigger sustained high cost of capital on the market. 
Globally, we expect bond markets to start looking up as economies recover. The global equity markets will similarly continue to 
outperform at least over the short to medium term, with so much weight towards artificial intelligence, healthcare and 
sustainability.  
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